Abstract-A tandem queueing system with constant slotted service times and threshold control is modeled and analyzed in this paper. The input to the first queue is controlled by the buffer occupancy of the second queue. When the second queue has more than No customers, the input to the first queue will be rejected. The input to the second queue consists of the output from the first queue and an external input which is assumed to be Poisson distributed. The behavior of such a queueing system is analyzed and portrayed in graphs. The threshold control rejects input traffic to the first queue and avoids congestion at the second queue. As a result, the delay for an arrival to be serviced by both of the queues is much lower than the case without threshold control. As No increases, the system behavior approaches the case of the system without threshold control. Such a queueing model is motivated by congestion control in a computer network. An example is given to illustrate the applications of gateway flow control in internetworking.
I. INTRODUCTION
A N important problem in computer communication sys-A6, tems concerns buffer control at each node. This directly affects system performance in terms of delay in sending a message from the source to its destination, as well as the system throughput. Several flow control schemes based on buffer control [1] - [3] and channel traffic intensity [4] have been proposed. The basic concept is that whenever the system reaches a certain threshold level (buffer queue length or channel intensity), in order to avoid further congestion, input arrivals that cause network congestion will be temporarily rejected. Using queueing representation this can be described as a system of two queues connected in tandem with threshold control on input arrivals.
In this paper we formulate a mathematical model for such a queueing system both with and without threshold control on input arrivals. Numerical results are portrayed in graphs to show the effect of threshold control on the delay and throughput of the system. An example is given to illustrate the application of the results to the gateway flow control of interconnecting of two networks.
II. MODEL FOR TANDEM QUEUE WITHOUT THRESHOLD CONTROL Let us consider a tandem queueing system with external arrivals to the two queues having Poisson distributions of XI and X2, respectively. Departures from the first queue enter the second queue, where they are served with lower priority than external arrivals, as shown in Fig. 1 . Let m denote the number of customers in the first queue and n the number of customers in the second queue. We assume that in general the arrival rate to the first queue XI is a function of n, the number of customers in the second queue. That is X1(n) = XI n <No n > No where No is the threshold value of the queue length of the second queue.
We assume that the service intervals of both queues are constant, equal, and synchronized with each other and with the arrival times. Thus, customers arrive and enter service (or join the queues) at the same time as customers previously being served depart. Without loss of generality we assume the service time to be unity.
Let us first consider the system without threshold control. Letting q(m, n) denote the equilibrium joint probability of m customers in the first queue and n customers -in the second queue (including those in service), the equilibrium equations are q(m, 0) = e-(A1+X2) Let the moment generating function1 of the number of customers in the first queue conditioned by n customers in the second queue be I An expression for the moment generating function of q(m, n) has been given by Morrison [5] for the more general case in which external arrivals have an arbitrary joint probability distribution.
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Using L'Hospital's Rule twice, we obtain
The mean number of customers in the first queue is the same
Multiplying (6) by yn and summing over n, from (5) we
After simplification, we have
where F(O, y) can be determined by using the singular
We can derive an analytic expression for the mean number of customers in each queue of the uncontrolled system from (7). Evaluating the term F(O, 0) using the conservation law F(1, 1) = 1, we have
The mean number for all customers in the second queue is given by the difference between (8) and (9).
Since external arrivals have strict priority at the second queue, their mean flowtime D22 through that queue is the same as that of an M/D/ 1 queue:
The mean total length of the second queue is equal to the sum of the mean number of each type of customer at the second queue. From Little's result n= X1D12 + X2D22
( 1 1) where D12 is the mean flowtime through the second queue for arrivals from first queue. Thus, from (10) and (1 1) , (12) and the mean flowtime through both queues for arrivals to the first queue is Let the probability of k arrivals to the first queue be iro(k) for n > No and irI(k) for n < No, and let the probability of k arrivals to the second queue be r2(k). Id queue In for O < m < M and O < n < N for m > M or n > N where q'(m, n) is the equilibrium state probability of m customers in the first queue and n in the second queue, based on the finite state model. Two measures were needed to estimate the accuracy of these approximations: 1) the probability of one or more customers being lost at the first queue during a service interval, and 2) the probability of one or more customers being lost at the second queue. These probabilities are computed from q'(m, n).
For m customers in the first queue, the probability that one or more arrivals are lost during the next service interval in the first queue is In our numerical computations, M and N were chosen large enough to keep the loss probabilities of the first queue (16) and second queue (17) less than 10-3.
In order to verify the result of the numerical computation from our finite waiting room model, a computer program written in Fortran is used to simulate the tandem queueing system with threshold control on input arrivals. The input Fig. 2(a)-(c) Fig. 3(a), (b) shows the acceptance probability versus offered load for No = 0 and 5. When No = 0, the acceptance probability is never greater than 1 -X2, but when No > 0 acceptance probability is high for XI + X2 < 1. In all cases acceptance probability decreases with increasing XI or X2. Fig. 2(c) ]. Fig. 5(a), (b) shows acceptance probability of arrivals to the first queue as a function of No. When XI + X2 < 1, the acceptance proba- Fig. 6 . Traffic handled by gateway GA consists of through traffic, such as that originating in Network B, and locally originated messages destined for other networks. These latter messages are relayed through a local node associated with the gateway. Priority is given to through traffic, which then has a delay through GA of an M/D/ 1 queue with 
